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Ive had this game on my wishlist for a long time since i love physics based party games. After playing for about 30 min though
its pretty clear that the game isnt really playable online at this stage (at the time of this review the game just came out today) and
is generally just very clunky. I will edit my review later as this games life completely depends on the developers morphing this
into a more polished product.

Leaving positive review since the game is cheap and I think you should support the developers to improve this game, however
dont expect it to take a lot of your time as this is barely playable in its current state.. I thought that maybe this would be a game
to spend time playing while other things download. The problem is, it's way to repetitive. I got bored about halfway through the
tutorial, but I pressed on, because I thought it might get better from there. It did not. The interface is rather sloppily put
together, with the numbers on the abilities not actually working, and just having an overall feel of being designed solely for
mobile and then simply released as a PC game. Even the sale price I bought it at is too much to be asked for. In my opinion, the
developers should either have spent a lot more time on the PC interface, or just stuck to mobile-exclusive.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7MHqXVbT_M

Cute little puzzle game. Short and simple but well worth the price.... I would definitely recommend to seize the opportunity to
buy this game. 10\/10. Reasons why this is better than Dry Cereal:

5. Refreshing Story.

4. The Things From Space mini-game.

3. Enjoyable characters and dialouge.

2. Packs a certain amount of objectives to keep me interested.

.

.

1. No playing Go-Fish against Big Pig.. It is an older Carenado Product and you are probably better off waiting until they post
newer stuff. Some of the guages and dials are flat and only look half-decent at a certain angle. It flies well and sound is pretty
good. It's in a catergory a little above default aircraft in terms of functionality.. Just like fifa 18. fine game for the realese date
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and price :). Good game, I like it.
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I've had this game for a while, and I never reviewed it, but now I will review it.
This game is hard but an absolute gem. I plan on coming back to this game to beat this but for now, play it.. This game has
turned to our go to pass time for entertaining guests!

Best :). Wonderful graphics. However, if you are to tempt to make these blend with others. Make sure graphics such as the base
RTP is dark or else it won't work Blends nicely with the "Frontier Works Horror Interior Tiles" DLC. I highly suggest you
bundle it with that.. Really nice game, with few interesting puzzles. Interesting game for $1.

Learned how to play, and played through entire game in < 2 hours, but what do you expect for $1? Lots of potential the
developer could build on here, strategy is fairly non-existant. A little like FTL and a very low level/basic TD have been tossed
together.. Pros:
Divertido
Entretenido para todas las edades
Muy buena adaptacion de niveles e historia de las peliculas al juego
Algunos puzzles son muy sencillos y otros algo frustrantes, pero el juegos se las arregla para mantenerte avanzando
Si mueres apareces de nuevo justo donde te quedaste
Musica divertida, aunque no siempre

Cons:
Muy mala camara, desesperante en muchos momentos
Algunas secciones de plataformas se vuelven frustrantes gracias a la posicion camara
Los controles desesperan en algunos momentos, sobre todo al brincar entre plataformas o al disparar.....de nuevo gracias a la
horrible camara
El manejo de los vehiculos se siente muy raro, dan ganas de mover la palanca a lo loco y ver si llegas de pura suerte

Yo no tuve ningun bug que me arruinara el juego, lo juegue de principio a fin sin problemas.
Solo habia jugado los juegos de Lego Harry Potter y no por completo en Xbox, pero aun asi me parecio muy divertido incluso
sintiendo que es solo para niños tan solo con el nombre o al verlo, la verdad es que entretienen mucho.

. pros: good and cool
cons: the animations are a bit aids, but totally forgivable, rest of the game is gorgeous.
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